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Useful information
Tourist Society of the Municipality of Markovci
Markovci 33, SI-2281 Markovci

Ethnographic Society »Korant«
Markovci 20a, SI-2281 Markovci

Slovenia - Markovci

Pensioners´ Society Markovci
Markovci 42, SI-2281 Markovci

Ptuj
Markovci

Cultural Society Bukovci
Bukovci 109, SI-2281 Markovci
Folklore Society Markovci
Bukovci 146a, SI-2281 Markovci

Ljubljana

Agriculture Society Markovci
Bukovci 99c, SI-2281 Markovci
Horse riding club Nova vas pri Markovcih
Nova vas pri Markovcih 42a, SI-2281 Markovci
Youth club of the Municipality of Markovci
Nova vas pri Markovcih 55, SI-2281 Markovci
Cultural Society Prvenci Strelci
Prvenci 12, SI-2281 Markovci
Wind band Society of The Municipalty of Markovci
Stojnci 25 a, SI-2281 Markovci
Country women´s Society of The Municipalty of Markovci
Stojnci 28, SI-2281 Markovci
Cultural and art Society »Markovki zvon«
Zabovci 44, SI-2281 Markovci

Europe - Slovenia

Sports Society Markovci
Markovci 32, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports fishing Society Markovci
Markovci 77, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Borovci
Borovci 56/a, SI-2281 Markovci
Motoring Club
Borovci 5, SI-2281 Markovci
Hang-gliding Club Swallow
Nova vas pri Markovcih 14, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Prvenci
Prvenci 18, SI-2281 Markovci
Karate DO Club Markovci
Sobetinci 30a, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Stojnci
Stojnci 139, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Strelci
Strelci 1, SI-2281 Markovci

Publisher: Tourist society of the Municipality of Markovci, Shaping: Hosting d.o.o., Photography: Marjan Petek, archives TD, Text: Karolina Pièerko,
Slavica Strelec, TS of Municipalty of Markovci, Lecturer: Karolina Pièerko, Translation: Mateja Herak, Print: ma tisk, Maribor, Edition: 1000

Cultural Society Markovci
Markovci 32b, SI-2281 Markovci
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Sport Recreation Society Zabovci
Zabovci 70, SI-2281 Markovci
Society for protection and breeding birds
Zabovci 101b, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Bukovci
Muretinci 1/a, SI-2272 Gorinica
Voluntary fire fighting Society Markovci
Markovci 70, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Borovci
Borovci 60, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Bukovci
Bukovci 115, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Nova vas
Nova vas pri Markovcih 47a, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Prvenci Strelci
Prvenci 5d, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Sobetinci
Sobetinci 45b, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Stojnci
Stojnci 141, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Zabovci
Zabovci 24a, SI-2281 Markovci
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARKOVCI
Markovci 43
SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 (0)2 78 88 880
F: +386 (0)2 78 88 880
E: info@.markovci.si
www.markovci.si

Tourist Society of the
Municipality of Markovci
Markovci 33
SI-2281 Markovci
GSM: +386 (0)41 486 258
E: info@td-markovci.com
www.td-markovci.com

Markovci
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The Municipalty of
Markovci spreads out in the
northeastern part of Slovenia, in a
lowland area of Ptujsko polje, mainly on the left
bank of the river Drava. On the right bank of the river is
the turmovci Regional Park. The Municipalty of Markovci includes
nine settlements, it covers 32 km2 and it has a population of 4.026.
An average annual rainfall in this region is between 900  1000 mm. The average
annual temperature is between 10 and 12 °C and in July between 18 and 20 °C. The
climate in this area is temperate continental with typical hot and dry summers. The
Municipalty of Markovci is situated between 208 and 223 meters above sea level.
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The region
belongs to the
macroregion of the
Pannonian world and to
the mezzoregion pannonian plains. During the glacial
period the river Drava formed the
Drava lowland (Dravsko, Ptujsko and
Srediko polje).
The lowland brings monotony into the area.
Fields, which are divided with mainly conifer trees,
predominate in the Municipalty. Short rows of popolar
trees, which are higher and slimmer than the other tree
species, complete the lowland. A special characteristic of Ptujsko polje is a canal of the river Drava, which encroaches into the land
with its hight (it is higher than the land itself) and ground plan and so
brings a new element into a soft order of wayside settlements.ements.
Forest vegetation above the terrace is formed by patches of white beech (Robori 
Carpinetum) and red pine forests. Today flood forests cover nearly half of the flooded
area of the Municipalty. Especially typical and widespread are the forests where the white
poplar tree (Populus alba) used to be a dominant species. Dry meadows cover 20 % of
the Drava meadow area. They are interlaced with the flood forests: this is a particularity in
the way of use (leaf gathering and mowing in the forest), which has been preserved up to
this day. These meadows are also rich with many wild orchid species. Wetlands of different
types (lakes, an old river Drava, and branches of the river, spring water, and gravel pits)
cover a large part of the Municipalty. About half an area of Markovci is covered by an
intensive agrarian region with intensively cultivated meadows and fields. Modifications in
the use of soil, which were carried out in the last quarter of a century, were very expressive.
The area of the Municipalty of Markovci is rich in flora and fauna. At least 494 different
plant species can be found in the turmovci Regional Park. The best researches in fauna
were made within bird species (254 bird species). Moreover a segment of the river Drava in Markovci is the most important area for water birds in Slovenia. It reaches objective
numerical criteria for taking place on the list of wetlands of international importance,
defined by the Ramsar Convention.
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4 | Sales-promotional catalogue | The Municipality of Markovci

Meet the centuries of villages
and people of Saint Mark

Cultural heritage through centuries

An independent Municipalty of Markovci was founded in 1998. It comprises of the
following villages: Borovci, Bukovci, Markovci, Nova vas pri Markovcih, Prvenci, Sobetinci, Stojnci, Strelci and Zabovci. The area with more than 4000 inhabitants has an interesting history and can speak well of its lively cultural and social life.
Although Markovci was first mentioned not earlier than in 1215, remains of the Roman
aqueduct, tools and sites of Roman military graves give evidence of an ancient man presence on this fertile land of Markovci.
The land used to belong to lords from Dornava. The church chronicle mentions, that in
the place where the present church stands, there used to be the Pabstein castle. In 1477 a
stone coloumn with a statue of Saint Mark  a local patron was erected in front of the
presbytery. It was erected on account of shifting a stream of the river Drava, which was
indenting the left bank and threatening Ptujsko polje by sweeping away the soil.
In 1493, while ravaging a country, the Turks demolished the castle Pabstein and in its
place the original church in honour of Saint Mark was built in 1519. The initiative was
given by a Hungarian commander Jakob Sekelj. In 1871 a new church was built in this very
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place, in 1872 a sacristy was added and in 1936 also a side - chapel. In the 1990s the
church was completely restored. In October 2002 a 130th anniversary of its renewed
consecration was celebrated. In 1789 Markovci became a parish and at the same time
the first forms of schooling began to appear.
Since 1810 regular lessons have been performed in a parish clerk´s house. The first
school building was built in 1840 and the next one, an old school, in 1890.
The lessons in the old school were carried out until 1979 until the present, contemporary
school was built. Today, more than four hundred pupils attend the school. Inhabitants of
Markovci are known for many activities which are organized under the patronage of
village communities and various societies. Younger generations are also being brought
up in this way. Many out of school activities are organized at school; the important ones
being ethnographic, music, dancing or folklore and sports activities. Today, the local administration has its headquarters in the completely restored old school building.
The region of today´s Municipalty had already been an independent Municipalty
named »Sveti Marko nie Ptuja« in 1937. The main branches at that time were agriculture
and stockbreeding and because of many buckwheat fields agriculture expanded. The
Municipalty belonged to the so-called »lükova deela« (onion country); this region used
to be famous for the cultivation of onion which was exported to Maribor and Krapina by
special carriages with bended roofs.
The biggest and the most important wealth of the Municipalty of Markovci have always
been its hardworking and creative people. Our places are well-known for numerous
folklore performances and ambitious preservation and resuscitation of the forgotten
cultural heritage.
Among famous people from Markovci we have to mention Ljudevit Pivko, a historian,
Ph.D., born in 1880 in Nova vas pri Markovcih, Matej Slekovec, a priest, a historian and a
chronicler, who was working in Markovci between 1887 and 1903 (in memory of his
work the locals unveiled a memorial tablet at the presbytery of Markovci in 1994), Terezija Maroh (1924  2004), universal cultural creatress, Janez ibila, born in 1919 in Nova
vas pri Markovcih, an academical painter and Franc Kolariè, honorary citizen of the
Municipalty of Markovci, who has contributed a great deal to preserve the tradition in
Markovci and elsewhere with his lasting work in the folklore and ethnographic sphere.
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Listen to the birds in the
green park by the river
Drava

Natural wealth of the Regional Park
A 125 hectare region stretches among Haloze, Ptujsko jezero, Ptujsko and Dravsko
polje. It has been protected as a regional park since 1979, because of its biological variety.
The name turmovci or turmovec, as the locals call it, originates from a German name
Sturmau (der Sturm  a storm, die Aue  a meadow) and so alludes to lively changes of the
river stream through time.
The larger part of the park is situated on the Drava Island, which is the biggest Slovene
island. The local people used to pasture cattle, mow fodder and chop wood before Ptujsko
jezero appeared in this area. Today´s turmovci is a very complex habitat, which harmoniously combines characteristics of natural and cultural region. Many plant and animal
species are still found here, which could not survive without the dynamics of the river.
One of the last flood areas by the river Drava, which wasn´t completely destroyed by
water interventions and reclamations of land by drainage in the past, is marked by an
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exceptional palette of various everyday environments. 237 bird species, 493 plant species and 36 species of dragonflies, amongst which many are endangered and rare ones are
found here. We can find them in and by the gravel pits, shoals, spring water, puddles, pools,
meadows, flood forests, shrubbery, sandbanks
The turmovci Regional Park is well-nown in the world especially for its birds. It is one
of the best ornithologycal areas in Slovenia, where you can find seagulls, terns, gulls,
geese, ducks, herons, auks, waders, cormorants, skimmers, divers, coots and river
seagulls. You can also find kingfishers, sandpipers, little plavers, swallows, woodpeckers,
hoopoe and butcher-birds. This Regional Park is on the list, together with the river Drava,
of European important bird areas.
96 nesting bird species are registered here, but unfortunately nine of the most interesting ones don´t nest here any more. The river Drava unlike the artificial lake, never
freezes and therefore many birds, which spend the winter in this region move from the
lake to the old bed of the river Drava. These birds are smews, tufted ducks, pochards,
mallards
Owing to many puddles, spring water and branches of a river we can also find a real
wealth of water and bywater plants, marsh plants and other plant species. A genuine
water plant is a pondweed. There are many different species of it in turmovci. One of
them is a hairlike pondweed, which is classified in a Red book of the rare and endangered
species in Slovenia. An interesting water plant is also a horned pondweed, which looks like
the hairlike pondweed and blooms under water. Water buttercups make wonderful blooming puddles. Other inhabitants of this park are also small burreeds and other bywater plants.
Besides these small water plants there are also many interesting shrubs and trees, which
create the forests of turmovci.
A place worth seeing in turmovci is also an area of the former flood forest, which can
be described as a meadow with trees, where, owing to a good soil, wild orchids grow. A
particularity of turmovci is an orchid »Ophrys sphegodes« or a bee orchid. This area is
most beautiful in May. We can also find purple and red blossoms of the purple Lythrum in
magnificent vegetation, in the flood zone of the old branch of the river Drava. There are
also some more typical plants in this part of turmovci, like goldenrod, rudbeckia with
yellow and narrow-leaved Bittercress with purple and yellow blossoms.
The deepest part of Drava meadow, which was created by river dynamics, is overgrown with white willow trees that can be flooded almost all year. As the meadow rises the
vegetation also changes. Willow trees disappear and are replaced with oak trees, ash
trees, elm trees, poplar trees and many others, which can also be flooded for a short
period.
A natural education trail with many observation points is led through the Regional Park
turmovci. Dams and embankments are convenient for observing the birds and Miavina
for observing the dragonflies. Veliki tal is an environment which is very similar to an English
park. The old branch of the river, Srednji tal and the old Dravinja form the Drava horseshoe.
Lower turmovci is very interesing because of the nests in old hollows and the Struga being
the only brook nest for ducks in Slovenia.
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Experience the mystical
korant land

Manners, customs and tradition

Many age-old customs have been preserved in this region, especially those in which
the magic beings chase away the winter and welcome back spring. The name of Markovci
became known in the world especially by numerous and different pre-Shrovetide and
Shrovetide customs and authentic Shrovetide figures: »oraèi« (ploughmen) who, by their
symbolical ploughing of a farm's courtyard, wish the farm's owner a good harvest from the
fields, »piceki« (chicken), »kokoti« (cocks) and »vile« (fairies) which are followed by a
»baba« (old woman) carrying her »ded« (old man), a furry sackcloth bear, and horse masks
called »ruse« which wish good health to horses and other animals, »kopja« and
»kopajnarice« and the indispensable »korant« from Markovci. Shrovetide is in many villages, a real national feast day, especially in Zabovci, Markovci, Nova vas and Bukovci.
The most popular and numerous Shrovetide figures are the feathered »korants« or
»kurents«, who, according to folk tradition, chase away winter and welcome back spring.
»Korants« appear together with the »oraèi« in groups, usually accompanied by a devil. The
simple korant costume consists of sheep skins girded with leather belts or chains that hold
huge cow bells and handkerchiefs, a mask with goose feathers, colourful ribbons, a long
red tongue and teeth made of beans, on his feet he wears red or green leggings and in his
hand he holds a stick with a hedgehog´s skin at the end of it. Korant gained this image in
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the last decades of the 20th century, while inhabitants of Markovci have awakened the
older image with rabbit skins and home-made masks.
»Oraèi« (ploughmen) symbolically break fresh ground and sow it while singing and
wish farmers a good harvest from the fields. »Ruse« (horse masks), »kurike«(chicken),
»medvedi« (furry sackcloth bears), »kopajnarice« and many other Shrovetide figures visit
homes and woo a good harvest on a field, in a stable and in a house. »Piceki« (chicken) children's masks symbolise youthful life on a farmyard, »vile« (fairies) with the queen are
girls, who sing and dance dressed in white dresses and wish good luck to people. Housewives give eggs and sausages and sometimes also money to these Shrovetide masks. They
are also served with a good snack, a glass of vintage wine, raised doughnuts (»krapèièi«)
and brittle wafers (»flancati«).
Inhabitants of Markovci are known for being active and creative in different societies.
They create a cultural and a society life in their region. Some of them are members of
even three or four different societies. Ethnographic society Korant and Folklore society
Anton Joe trafela Markovci are the most worthy for preserving the traditional
Shrovetide figures and customs. The Ethnographic society was founded in 1991 by a
group of enthusiasts with a wish to return the Shrovetide into the original environment, to
preserve it, develop it and pass it on to future generations. The Folklore society »Anton
Joe trafela« with more than sixty years of tradition preserves dancing, singing, carnival
and other customs from our region. Women folk singers from Zabovci also work and
create under its patronage, as do men folk singers from Markovci and »kopjai« from
Markovci. In summer the folk singers awake the soon forgotten haymaking and in winter
they go from house to house as »oraèi« (ploughmen). The group of »kopjai«, which originates from wedding processions and customs, often accompanies cultural and ethnographic performances at home and abroad.
A lot of preparing and voluntary work is needed for preserving the heritage. Even
more originality and creativeness is required for forming contemporary Shrovetide figures and groups, which represent, with a great sense of humour, today´s life and current
events from economy and politics. Such groups have been present in all villages of the
Municipalty of Markovci for quite some time.
An important part of ethnographic heritage in Markovci are also some objects and
events connected with peasant labour and housework. Interesting vehicles with which the
owners of pieces of land in regional park turmovci used to transport hay, aftermath,
wood and leaves were a real speciality of Markovci in the past. People often transported
these things by ferry (barna as the locals call it) and sometimes by boats, too. They even
named their boats. Ferry or »barna« is no longer in use but boats are in use again in Nova
vas pri Markovcih, especially within special events by and on the river Drava.
The most important events in the Municipalty of Markovci, which preserve old manners and customs are harvest in Prvenci (July), threshing in Prvenci (a fortnight after the
harvest), traditional haymaking in Nova vas  »voaèka trava« (beginning of August),
setting up a rattle in Bukovci (15 August) and Saint Martin´s fest with taking down the
rattle (11 November).
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Taste the tradition

Home delicacies from Markovci
Whoever visits our places surely won´t leave hungry or thirsty. People from Markovci
are well-known as gourmets and hospitable people. We appreciate our grandmothers´
dishes and cookery as well as the newest culinary achievements and moreover we can
cook and offer you many of them. So take your time while visiting our villages and have a
delicious lunch or snack, a glass of wine and a pleasant chat about the weather or harvest.
Many traditional dishes have been preserved in our region. The housewives still
haven´t forgotten the good old cooking and they can also cook it in a modern way. Therefore the culinary tradition is very vivid and is still growing.
Vegetable and pulse dishes and milk prevailed on everyday menus in Markovci. Meat
and meat dishes were on the table only for holidays. At that time the housewives also
baked delicious »potica« (Slovenian nut roll), milk bread, »gibanica« (typical Slovenian
pastry), «pogaèa« (flat cake) with cottage cheese filling.
The greatest speciality among the traditional dishes made of milk and cottage cheese
are »markovki suhi sireki« (dry cheese scones). They are made of cottage cheese, red
pepper, salt, pepper and sour cream. We mix all the ingredients and form little scones,
which are then dried in the air. People used to have these cheese scones for snacks but
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today householders usually have them while wine tasting in wine cellars. We also serve
them to our visitors. For holidays, a more luxurious part of the Markovci cuisine becomes
present on the tables. Special dishes are prepared for special holidays. The choice of a
certain dish varies from house to house and from village to village.
At Shrovetide time there had to be a pork head, sauerkraut and potatoes on the table.
In recent times the pork head was replaced by pickled pork chops or meat from »tünka«.
Typical food, at that time, have always been raised and brittle wafers (»flancati«) and
raised doughnuts (»krapèièi«). They were usually fried in pork fat, but the hosewives also
baked some of them in an oven, since we mustn´t eat any meat on Ash Wednesday. This
tradition has been lately awakened, largely owing to the Society of the country women
from Markovci, which organizes a competition in making the best doughnuts every year
on the last Saturday before the Candlemas (2nd February). The only difference in making
the doughnuts in the past and today is in the filling  today´s doughnuts are filled with
marmalade.
At Easter, housewives bake »potica« ((Slovenian nut roll). The most common type is
»orehova potica« (walnut roll) but housewives also bake »makova potica« (poppy seed
roll) and »roièeva potica« (carob roll). In recent years one of the housewives, who often
cooks at weddings and other festivities, began to bake a special type of roll with a biscuit
and nut filling and she named it »markovka potica« (Markovci roll). Today the other
housewives bake this kind of roll too, so you can try it while visiting our farms.
However, the housewives foremost like to serve their guest delicious meat from
»tünka« with »lük« (onion) and flagrant home-made bread baked in a baker's oven. Meat
from »tünka« is always on the table on holidays, at weddings, baptisms and other festivities. »Tünka« is most commonly served as an appetizer with horse radish, conserved vegetables and hard-boiled egg.
You can taste our traditional cuisine in our restaurants or even better, you can visit our
friendly homes where we will gladly prepare our home delicacies for you. Our handy
housewives will also tell you more about Markovci cuisine. Since the Municipalty of
Markovci is situated in one of the most important wine-growing areas, the householder
will surely offer you a glass of vintage wine so you will ejoy your meal even more.
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Beside offers from
restaurants and eating houses,
where you will be served with excellent
household fare, you can buy various products and
harvest on our farms. Some of the products are very traditional.
Many people from our villages still make different tools and instruments,
which were used for peasant labour, such as wicker baskets or »korpe« as the locals call it and
other things. Many housewives do different handiwork such as embroidery, crochet, knitting,
making decorative tableclothes and ornaments made of wool and corn-husks. Especially
preserved and popular is the making of flowers and ghosts from crepe paper. These activities
are particularly carried out at Shrovetide.
Just so preserved is the making of bunches of wax paper, which are used at weddings. A
wedding bunch made of wax paper is also one of the tourist souvenirs of our Municipalty. On
farms you can buy home-grown vegetables and fruit.

We will show you hospitality when you visit our farms and offer you home-made bread,
meat from »tünka«, dry home-made sausages with »lük« (onion) and »suhe sireke« (dry cheese
scones), which are a local speciality. Onion has always thriven in this region very well and
some housewives still like to braid it or make garlands (»krence«) of twelve onions. Visitors like
these garlands very much and often buy them.
Harvest can be also bought at the country market which is set up at bigger events and
occasions such as pre-Shrovetide market, the municipal festival in April, summer market,
Christmas and New Year's market.
We kindly invite you to visit our places, where you will enjoy yourself and experience the
taste of homeliness and will also find a nice souvenir from our region.
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Walking paths in the Municipalty
of Markovci
If you like a leisurely walk you can relax by going for a walk in nature, where you can at the
same time observe the country life and discover the natural and cultural heritage of our
region.
You can choose among six walking paths. Some of them are interlaced and linked together.

1st PATH: Prvenci  Strelci and Sobetinci, this path leads past the pond in Prvenci,

past the monument of NOB and through the abovementioned villages. Along the path
you can also take a look at a landing strip for ultra-light planes and motor hang-gliders and
moreover you can see one of the oldest linden trees in Sobetinci. While walking through
the village towards Strelci you can see beautiful and renewed farms, crosses and chapels.

2nd PATH: This path leads along the fields through Bukovci and Stojnci. Therefore

you can relax by observing the fields and enjoy the nature.

3rd PATH: This path leads through the settlement Stojnci and through »Siget« past

the pond, in the forest by the river Drava to the playground and »Vajdov pic« back to
Stojnci.

4th PATH: Bukovci and Stojnci, this path leads all the way along the asphalt road

through both abovementioned villages. There are many beautiful houses with lots of flowers and lawns to see on this path. Bukovci prides itself upon the second place won in a
competition for the most settled place in Slovenia in 2003. The competition is organised
by the TZS (Turistièna zveza Slovenije = Tourist Association of Slovenia). A walk through
the village and past the sports park brings you to a beautiful and well kept forest.

5th PATH: This walking path leads through settlements Bukovci and Nova vas.

This walking path leads through settlements Bukovci and Nova vas past Klinèev kri
(cross) and among fields on an asphalt road to Nova vas and to the sports park.

6th PATH: This path is led through settlements Nova vas, Markovci and Zabovci.

Along the path you will see an artificial lake - Ptujsko jezero, barriers on a dam and a
wider landscape. You can visit the heart of the Municipalty and Saint Mark´s church.
When you go past the sports park in Zabovci you will come to a country mill, where you
can go up to the silo and from the top observe the surroundings. There are also some nice
cafes along this path.
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Length: 21 km
Difficulty: the track is nice and easy and mainly runs on the lowland part of Markovci
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Markovci. Continue towards the Koroec mill in Zabovci. At the mill turn right
towards the main road or you ride as far as the »Matekvega kri« (cross). You cross the main
road and go along the macadam road till you come to the village of Borovci. Here you have
to cross the main road again and then ride towards the sports park Borovci, where you can
have a rest by a beautiful pond or you can proceed towards the village of Prvenci. At the
village home in Prvenci go in the direction towards the village of Strelci and before reaching
it go along the field road towards the village of Sobetinci. Somewhere in the middle of the
village you will see a chapel and at the junction turn into the village of Zagojièi. This village
isn´t a part of Markovci anymore but it is on its border. At the fire home turn towards the
river Drava, go over the bridge, turn right and go across the field to the village of Stojnci.
You will enter the village somewhere in the middle and then you turn right, go through the
serried settlement as far as the main road and cross it. Go pass the sports park and continue
towards the village of Bukovci. Actually you just bypass Bukovci and reach the village of
Nova vas. From here you go back to Markovci. You can choose between two tracks. The first
one goes across the river Drava and the second one goes pass the artificial lake, which is
surely worth seeing, and at the same time it is a nice spot for having a short rest before
returning. All along the track you will be able to admire the beauty of a landscape, have a
rest at some beautiful spots or even strengthen your body.
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1 Restaurant Palaska
Nova vas 2, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 766 06 31

We offer you local and domestic food such as
meat from »tünka«, mushroom soup, »lükarski«
(onion) rolls, fish dishes, »prleka gibanica«
(typical Slovenian pastry) etc. Alongside we
also offer you a glass of noble wine from the
vineyards of Ormo. You can visit us daily from
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. We are also opened on
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. So visit us
and convince yourselves.

2 pic market, HAN d.o.o.
Markovci 35d, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 795 34 59
F: +386 2 795 34 51
E: spic.market@han.si

We offer a large assortment of quality food
products, footwear, textile, acoustics, glass,
presents We also have special offers for
our customers.

3 Restaurant Ambiente

Zemljariè Dobrotiè Danica s.p., Zaborovci 86b, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 788 81 86
F: +386 2 788 81 87
E: danica.dobrotic@teleing.com

In a pleasant ambience of our restaurant
with several years of tradition, you will
enjoy tasteful food and some selected
drinks. There is room for eighty people in
the dining room as well as on the terrace.
We invite you to visit us from Monday to
Saturday between 9.00 and 23.00 and on
Sundays between 9.00 and 22.00.

4 Butcher's shop and meat processing, SPIRALA d.o.o.
Bukovci 181, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 788 82 50
F: +386 2 788 82 51

We offer fresh pork and beef, meat from
»tünka«, meat products, and dry meat
products and also prepared slices of
cold meats.
We recommend ourselves.
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5 Locksmith's trade Haneliè Franc s.p.
Nova vas 100, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 754 00 72, F: +386 2 754 00 71
E: franc.hanzelic@siol.net

Manufacturing ovens on solid fuel for
cooking, baking and central heating.
Welding, curving and bending iron, rust less
material and aluminium. Manufacturing
fences by order.

6 VITIVA manufacturing and service d.o.o.
Nova vas 98, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 788 87 32
F: +386 2 788 87 31

Manufacturing natural extracts for food,
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industry.

7 Mill Koroec d.o.o.
Zabovci 42, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 766 00 21
F: +386 2 766 21 01

The mill Koroec is situated in the village of
Zabovci, 500m from the main road Ptuj 
Zavrè. It has several years of old tradition.
We trade cereals for milling and other
products. At our shop you can buy various
flour, grouts and other products.
You can also have a cup of coffee in our bar
»Mlinèek« (Little Mill) and enjoy it by the mill.
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8 VEPOS trade company d.o.o.
Nova vas 95a, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 788 81 67
F: +386 2 788 81 68

We are a trade company specialized in
selling viticulture and cellarman´s
equipment. At our shop you will find all the
equipment needed for viticulture and
cellarman´s purposes. We are a reliable
company and we are doing our best to suit
the customers´ requests and needs.

9 MCK d.o.o.
Nova vas 103, SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 2 754 00 90
F: +386 2 754 00 91

We sell water and heating material,
ceramic tiles, ceramic mosaics, bathroom
and sanitary equipment. We carry out
bathroom renovations and water and
heating installation assembling.

10 Horse riding club Nova vas pri Markovcih
Nova vas pri Markovcih 42a, SI-2281 Markovci
GSM: +386 41 630 514 (Anton Kekec)

Horse riding club Nova vas pri Markovcih is
one of the most active societies in the
Municipalty of Markovci. It is in charge of
preserving and resuscitating the traditional
country customs and peasant labour, which
are represented at different events:
- mowing and haymaking in the turmovci
Regional Park,
- gathering in the corn and corn husking,
- traditional ferrying over the river Drava.
Members of the club offer and organize
recreative horse riding and rides with team
with more than twenty horses.
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Hriberek Stanko s.p.,
Textile machinery service,
Stojnci 137c, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 766 36 91

Tool making, metalturning,
Franc Skrbinek s.p.
Strelci 6a, SI-2281 Markovci,
T/F: +386 2 740 70 22

Parquetry Stanislav Petroviè s.p.
Stojnci 108a, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 766 05 91

Bela d.o.o.
Zabovci 85, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 788 88 12, F: +386 2 788 88 18,
E: rajkobela@rajkobela.si

Hand car wash»SIGET«
Zelenik Terezija s.p., Stojnci 122b, SI-2281
Markovci, T: +386 2 766 37 81

Paintwork Joe Voglar s.p.
Zabovci 98, SI-2281 Markovci,
GSM: +386 41 226 204

Manufacturing trade company Njegaè
Silva s.p.
Bukovci 100f, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 788 81 47, F: +386 2 788 81 48

Mill Koroec d.o.o.
Zabovci 42, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 766 00 21, F: +386 2 766 21 01

Joinery Janez Fortnariè s.p.
Bukovci 99a, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 788 82 06,
F: +386 2 788 82 07

Florist´s shop Romarin, chandlery and
horticulture, Hermina Horvat s.p.
PE Bukovci, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 766 20 31

Chandlery Zupaniè, Zdravko Zupaniè s.p.
Markovci 28a, SI-2281 Markovci,
T: +386 2 788 82 40, F: +386 2 788 82 41,
GSM: +386 41 723 957
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A memorial tablet of a chronicler
Slekovec
2 A monument of korant

14 The Munda´s chapel

3 A dam HE Formin

15 One of the oldest linden trees in Slovenia

4 A sports park and a tether
for horses
5 A monument of couriers of NOB

16 A landing strip for ultra-light planes
and motor hang-gliders
17 Sports park Prvenci

1

13 A hunting home

6 The centre of village Bukovci
18 A pond Prvenci
with stork´s nest
7 A group of typical country houses 19 A chapel
8 A multi-purp ose hall

20 A country mill

9 A monument of Saint Florjan

21 An old country house  Runarva

10 A sequoia

22 Sports park Zabovci

11 Sports park Stojnci

23 A pond Borovci

12 The centre of village Stojnci,
common

24 A market hall of Markovci

Entrance point to horse
thematic trail
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Course of the horse thematic trail
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The Municipalty of
Markovci spreads out in the
northeastern part of Slovenia, in a
lowland area of Ptujsko polje, mainly on the left
bank of the river Drava. On the right bank of the river is
the turmovci Regional Park. The Municipalty of Markovci includes
nine settlements, it covers 32 km2 and it has a population of 4.026.
An average annual rainfall in this region is between 900  1000 mm. The average
annual temperature is between 10 and 12 °C and in July between 18 and 20 °C. The
climate in this area is temperate continental with typical hot and dry summers. The
Municipalty of Markovci is situated between 208 and 223 meters above sea level.
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Useful information
Tourist Society of the Municipality of Markovci
Markovci 33, SI-2281 Markovci

Ethnographic Society »Korant«
Markovci 20a, SI-2281 Markovci

Slovenia - Markovci

Pensioners´ Society Markovci
Markovci 42, SI-2281 Markovci

Ptuj
Markovci

Cultural Society Bukovci
Bukovci 109, SI-2281 Markovci
Folklore Society Markovci
Bukovci 146a, SI-2281 Markovci

Ljubljana

Agriculture Society Markovci
Bukovci 99c, SI-2281 Markovci
Horse riding club Nova vas pri Markovcih
Nova vas pri Markovcih 42a, SI-2281 Markovci
Youth club of the Municipality of Markovci
Nova vas pri Markovcih 55, SI-2281 Markovci
Cultural Society Prvenci Strelci
Prvenci 12, SI-2281 Markovci
Wind band Society of The Municipalty of Markovci
Stojnci 25 a, SI-2281 Markovci
Country women´s Society of The Municipalty of Markovci
Stojnci 28, SI-2281 Markovci
Cultural and art Society »Markovki zvon«
Zabovci 44, SI-2281 Markovci

Europe - Slovenia

Sports Society Markovci
Markovci 32, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports fishing Society Markovci
Markovci 77, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Borovci
Borovci 56/a, SI-2281 Markovci
Motoring Club
Borovci 5, SI-2281 Markovci
Hang-gliding Club Swallow
Nova vas pri Markovcih 14, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Prvenci
Prvenci 18, SI-2281 Markovci
Karate DO Club Markovci
Sobetinci 30a, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Stojnci
Stojnci 139, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Strelci
Strelci 1, SI-2281 Markovci

Publisher: Tourist society of the Municipality of Markovci, Shaping: Hosting d.o.o., Photography: Marjan Petek, archives TD, Text: Karolina Pièerko,
Slavica Strelec, TS of Municipalty of Markovci, Lecturer: Karolina Pièerko, Translation: Mateja Herak, Print: ma tisk, Maribor, Edition: 1000

Cultural Society Markovci
Markovci 32b, SI-2281 Markovci
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Sport Recreation Society Zabovci
Zabovci 70, SI-2281 Markovci
Society for protection and breeding birds
Zabovci 101b, SI-2281 Markovci
Sports Society Bukovci
Muretinci 1/a, SI-2272 Gorinica
Voluntary fire fighting Society Markovci
Markovci 70, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Borovci
Borovci 60, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Bukovci
Bukovci 115, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Nova vas
Nova vas pri Markovcih 47a, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Prvenci Strelci
Prvenci 5d, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Sobetinci
Sobetinci 45b, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Stojnci
Stojnci 141, SI-2281 Markovci
Voluntary fire fighting Society Zabovci
Zabovci 24a, SI-2281 Markovci
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MUNICIPALITY OF MARKOVCI
Markovci 43
SI-2281 Markovci
T: +386 (0)2 78 88 880
F: +386 (0)2 78 88 880
E: info@.markovci.si
www.markovci.si

Tourist Society of the
Municipality of Markovci
Markovci 33
SI-2281 Markovci
GSM: +386 (0)41 486 258
E: info@td-markovci.com
www.td-markovci.com

Markovci

